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Financial aid may be cut next fall
By TIM HAHTIS
TJ editor
Students lecereiEg fmanciil
aid, esptstirily aoesal security
benefits or eosia-£eed student
katss, to atUad WnsShrop will
BJceiy get teas support next fidl,
doe to Pre&dect Ream's
badgt«litlag pmponhTbe Guaranteed Student
L a s prognzn fGSC? ®d the
Social Security program for student aid "appear to be
doomed," Wratfarop President
Chete B.
ssd las week.
"in general, aO Wmthrop students who recare sotie kind of
financial aid from the governmast wffl be affected probably
by djmmhbed fcods available to
tbsa," VaO sed. - s s for tbat
reason thai we a s striving so
(SSgeatly to refrain from asv fee
increase, nea as we face the
possiMity of some cutbacks is
stiEe appropria&xss."
About 430 Win&zop students

had appfod
benefits
or Social Security
benefits also scene otfeer forms
of aid.
"Students who are here under
tenns of the SodaJ Security
act might be hurt most of aS
because there s BO reserve
within the BEOG (Banc Education Opportunity Grant) or the
SEOG (Scppfimaifasy Educational Opportunity Giant) to
accommodate tbem should their
provision be wiped oat. Tba£
group has no place to look," be
sad.
Most students are efigibie for
Social Security benefits for
tration when a parent is deceased, retired or s&abled. The
GSL is a loan program called
"SaBy Mae" in whkh the
government bads prisate companies' Jow istejwt i<iaa$ to
students for tts&oc. Sued s not
a criterion.
Vail said it looks Six PeG
Grants (BEOG) for aexi Ml
wiH be "about 303& ssa3sr than

already haven t gotten any new
money in a while."
The college uses payments
from previous loans to make
new loans. The government
pumped money into the project
to get it started. About 662
Winthrop students received a
NDSL for this school year.
The average loan was $700.
Again, some of these students
receive other forms of aid.
"We have a very good backlog
(of repayments)," Vail said. "We
do loose a little ground."
Vail said tfce problem with
the College Work Study program
is that the federal government
keeps making colleges pay higher
salaries, while not giving them
more money.
Winthrop will either have to
reduce the number of hours

worked by each student in the
program or reduce the number
of students in the program.
Either way, Winthrop will
"get less done," Vail said.
About 244 students are involved in the CWS program.
The average payment for the
school year is $534. Again, some
of these students receive other
forms of aid.
"A^out 42% of Winthrop's
students will be affected this
fall by the expected aid cuts,"
Mollie Bethea, Winthrop financial aid officer, said. This percentage received financial aid for
the 1980-81 school year which
included one or more of the
following": BEOG, GSL, Social
Security benefits. pj§|pi|
"If students are made aware
of the impact and make them-

selves felt, the result might be a
diminishing of the reductions,"
Vail said.
He aided that the Reagan
administration must remember
the long term advantages of
education when considering federal cuts.
"Pressure brought upon the
Washington scene constitutes
an investment not only for now
but for the future," Vail said.
Vail said he's not pessimistic
about the affect of the proposed
cuts at Winthrop because "Winthrop's costs are still modest.
"While we may loose some
students, we may acquire students who would be going to
other institutions that cost
more," Vail said. Harvard and
Yale now cost more than
$10,000 per school year, and

Princeton
much.

costs

nearly

that

"Since 1975, the state has
increased our money for new
things and people by only 14%,"
Vail said. "Our student population has grown 33% in that
period.
"We've tried to keep a focus
on those things that are student
oriented," he said. "It should
not be neglected, the fact that
we've gone through a tough
time without an equivalent increase in money to match the
increase in student body.
"We don't raise fees for the
sake of raising fees," Vail said.

Lander plays host to Eagles
in NAIA semi-final action
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter

The Winthrop Eagles will be
in Greenwood tonight for a 9
pjn. semi-final game against the
host Senators of Lander College.
The winner of the game will
play the winner of the 7 p.m.
game between USC-Spartanbi.rg
and the College of Charle&ton
at 8 p.m. on Tuesday in the
Civic Center with the winner
a trip to the national
•tournament in Kansas City,
Idissour).
The Eagles advanced to the
final four by beating Coastal
Carolina on Tuesday 72-58 in
the opening round of the District
6 playoffs.
Winthrop got off to a slow
start falling behind 8-2 after
scoring the opening basket.
Coach Meld Gordon then called
a time out with only two minutes and thirty seconds being
played. "It was the earliest
time out I've called this year,
and probably the most important, because we went back out
and started scoring, All I wanted
Wiotbiop's pccSare with the
was to settle them down and
NDSL (National Direct Study
play the way we could."
Lean) next fail dosj*\ look so
bad, Va2 said. SEC* Wssferop
After the time out, Bennie
was the first coSege as the
Bennett hit a jump shot to get
state to jam tiae pragma, '& has
the Eagles on a 8-0 run that
gave the Eagles a 10-8 lead with
"It is m^ecied the a n a s Oiarite Brunson sL>ot? for two last Tuesday night against Coastal
15 minutes to go in the first
31
58
rr*3T,t W p f c t s e o»i 5? fee C ®'" ®
round of the NAIA playoffs. (TJ photo by half. The tesd then changed
NDSL buaness," Va3 t » i . "We Stephen VIekery)
hands a couple of more times

until the Eagles took the seventh
lead change, 18-16 on a basket
from Charlie Brunson with 6:53
in the first half and lead the
remainder of the game.
Winthrop got a fine defensive
performance from center Jim
Gibson who guarded Coastal's
leading scorer Tony Whittington
who scored 50 points in the
team's first two meetings. Whittington could only muster two
free throws and was 0-5 from
the field.
Winthrop got a fine performance from Chaflie Brunson,
who scored 22 points and
grabbed 6 rebounds. Winthrop
also got double figure games
from Bennie Bennett (17), Tim
Raxter (15) and Jim Gibson
(10) who lead the team in rebounding with 9.
The, Eagles had an excellent
over-all shooting performance.
The Winthrop men made 27 of
their 39 shots for
69.28%,
which tied the school record
set in an eadier game this year
against Winston-Salem State.
Gordon was very pleased with
his team's performance. "I was
very happy to win the playoff
game and give us the chance to
go to Greenwood and hopefully
play two good games there.
"I felt comfortable with this
game, but well have to play
exactly like we didtonightto
order to win (tonight)," Gordon
added.
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News briefs
Apply for Tatler editor
The Tatler is looking for a new editor for the 1981-82 year. All
students wishing to apply for the job of editor should said
application letters to Dr. Connie Lee today, so applicants can be
interviewed and the new editor can start working on the spring
semester.

Theatre to hold auditions
Auditions for Winthrop Theatre's production of "The Prime
of Miss Jean Brodie" will be on Monday and Tuesday, March 2
and 3 from 4 to 5 and from 7 to 9 pjn. »n Johnson Hall Auditorium.
The play is a drama about a schoolteacher and a private school
in Ekigland. There will be three male parts and several female
roles available.
This will be Winthrop Theatre's last major production of the
season, so all aspiring actors and actresses are encouraged to
attend.

Piano Recital
Paul Martin, associate professor of music at Winthrop, will
present a piano recital, Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Recital
Hall.
The public is invited to attend.

Meeting for student teaching
AH students majoring in Elementary, Early Childhood or
Special Education who plan to do their Student Teaching in
the fail of 1981 or the swine of 1982 must attend a meeting
in Dinkins Auditorium at 4:30 pjh. on March 4 to complete their application forms.
All Secondary Education majors including Music, Home Economics, Business Education and Distributive Education, who
plan to do student teaching in the fall of 1981 or the spring of
1982 must attend a meeting in Dinkins Auditorium at 4:30
pjn. on March 11,1981 to complete their application forms.
Any student unable to attend these meetings must contact
the Office of Student Field Experiences, Room 120 Withers,
by March 13,1981.

Ticket policy may change
"the Eagle Club and other pre- "more appropriate because of
paid fens have priority because the gaining interest in the basof their status, but there needs ketball program."
The recommendation will go
The Winthrop Student Senate to be priority set for Winthrop
has drawn up a recommendation College students over non- to the Athletic Department if
and
when it is approved by
regarding the distribution of students."
It goes on to say that last Cauthen and Vail. No changes
basketball tickets. If approved
by SGA President Bill Cauthen year's ticket policy could be wiH be made prior to that time.
and President Vail, the recommendation will be presented to
Soitbtra Woaeas Strvicis, lac.
the Athletic Department.
The recommendation is that
"A Women's Hattb Agency"
the current means of distribution (showing Winthrop LD. at • A Full Rang* of Women'* Gynecolooical Sorvica 'Birth Control Service*
the door) be reassessed.
•Speaker* available for School & Civic Group*
'Trained Counselors
SGA Vice-President Kathy
•Abortion Couraellng and Servient
'Problem Pregnancy Counwllng
Covington said Senate made the
•Free Pregnancy Teiting
recommendation "because students have complained that
24 Hour Aruwering Service
tickets have been sold to people
Cell Toll Free 1-800-022-8750
in town." Students feel that
Southern Womens Services
priority should be shown to
1614 Two Notch Road
them over non-students. AcColumbia, SC 29204
cording to Covington, the bulk
Local Phone No. 2544368
of the complaints were voiced
at the homecoming game.
Covington said the school
should "go back to the old
policy. Students could pick
them (tickets) up before the
game and receive assigned
seats."
Another alternative, she said,
is to use a combination of both
policies. Tickets could be distributed in advance, and the
remaining tickets could be available at the door. Covington said
that way students would have no
right to complain if Lhere were
no tickets for them right before
the game.
The recommendation states
By KAY BENDER
TJ news reporter

Hairstyles To Fit Your Lifestyle
•No Appointment Needed
'Open Evenings
•Your Redken Retail Center

THE HAIR DESIGNERS

Rock Hill Mail — Across From Skonays
Open Mon.-Set.

Festival of Faith to be held
The Travel-ng Ambassadors, a group of college-age students
from Kansas, will be in concert Thursday, March 5, at Winthrop
College.
The Ambassadors will provide the entertainment at "A Festival of Faith" at 7:30 pjn. in Johnson Auditorium. The'r appearance is sponsored by the Winthrop Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. The event is open free to the public.
The eight-member group will present songs, drama, puppet
skits and personal testimony. They have appeared nationwide
before high school, college and church groups. They are
associated with the Lutheran faith.
For more information, contact Paul Sanderfer, a Winthrop
associate professor of chemistry and physics, at 323-2213.

Be an R.A.
Applications for resident assistant positions are io be turned
in by March 9. The applications are available at the Housing
Office in Dinkins.
Qualifications for applicants include being at least a sophomore with 42 or more semester hours completed, having lived in
a WmLhrop resident hall at least one semester, and having a
22 accumulative GPR.

Alumni weekend scheduled
Flans are now underway for the annual Alumni Weekend
which will be held this year April 10-11. The class of 1980 will
be returning for its first reunion as well as classes ending in
"1" and "6" as far back as 1901.
The Alumni Office asks students who are interested in working
during the weekend to contact Mrs. Yorke at extension 2145 by
the end of March. Students are needed to help with registration
on Friday and the coffee, luncheon and class reunions on Saturday. Past student volunteers have thoroughly enjoyed themselvxs.
According to June High, president of the Heritage Club, "it's a
good experience for the students as well as for the alumni coming
back. Wc ieam so many things from each other."

344-715t

For guys & girli

"People are often nervous when
'hey come to Planned Parenthood.
They shouldn't be. We're just regular
leop/e, and we try to make
;veryone feel comfortable. We want
m to come back and bring your
'riends."

Connie Brown,
Receptionist

Low Cost ar:! Confiisntial
Birth Control
Pregnancy Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Abortion Services
nformatior. on birth control, V.D., pre
natal care, and adoption at no cost.
FOR INFORMATION
OR APPOINTMENT
CALL 377-0841
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00-5:00 P.M.

THi NEW JBL RADIANCE 90S
A TOWERING VALUE.
Taka the great sound of the J B L Radiance Series and add even deeper bass
and you ve got the Radiance 905. the
new top of the Radiance line. The 905 is
a graceful mini-tower, a three-way model
with a 10-inch woofer and a 10-inch passive radiator for powerful ba?s response
Midrange and high frequency level controls behind the removable grille let you
adjust the response to your room, and
the furniture-grade walnut-grain vinyl
finish and metallized Mylar baffle surface give the 905 an appearance as distinctive as " : e sound. A — i
A super value!
C f T A
AM.

Planned Parenthood
S51 S. Independence at McDowell
Charlotte, N.C. 2820?
- "COME TO
PLANNED PARENTHOOD*
BEFORE"

1708 Ebenezer Rd
Village Square
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International activities scheduled for Whithmp
An international wine and
cheese-tasting party, speeches on
Lebanese women writers and
Islamic literature, and a program
on Spanish music will highlight
International Week activities at
Winthiop College.
Although International Week

is. set for March 1-7, activities
celebrating the occasion will be
held on campus through April.
AH events are open free to the
public.
The first of the events will be
a speech by Moazzam Siddiqi,
a Duke University faculty mem-

bar, who wiil talk on Mamie
literature and culture at 8 pan.
Thursday (Feb. 26) in Dinkins
Auditorium.
Other events include:
-A speech on "Ike Labenese
Crisis Through the Eyes of
Lebanese Women Writers" by

Coat of Arms to be framed in Va.
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter
The long anticipated Winthrop Coat of Anns, after long
months of delay, is on its way
to Richmond, Virginia, according to Dr. Edmund Lewandowski, chairman of the Art Department.
"We've been waiting for word
from the executive office as to
when to tske action," sa.'d
Lewandowski. "A3 of Feb. 23
-nothing had been done with toe
Coat of Arms. It was still in the
President's (Vail) vault."

Lewandowski said an expert
in framing such prestigious documents as the Coat of Arms is
located in Richmond, and win
do the actual framing.
"Provost Glenn Thomas, who
personally brought the Coat of
Arms
from England last
October, said there was no
definite decision as to where
the Coat of Arms would be
placed upon its framing. The
Coat of Arms, which was purchased for $3500 from private
funds, was granted by the Queen
of England and presented to
Winthiop College on Dec. 15,

Prof gets suspension
for harrassing student
GENUSEO, NY (CPS)-Administrators
the State University of New York-Geneseo
have suspended a sociology professor for one month after an
outside arbitrator determined
the professor was guilty of
sexually harassing one of his
students.
According to the arbitrator,
Professor Vakahn Dadrian came
into 'Improper physical contact" last year with a student
when Dadrian tried to hug and
kiss her in his office, and was
"acting in an unprofessional
manner" when he asked about
the woman's sex life.
The woman, only one of
four who charged Dadrian with
sexual harassment, also claimed
the professor later "physically
detained" her when he pulled
her by the arm in a hallway,
and backed her into a comer.
In a 15-page report delivered the last week of January,
the arbitrator reprimanded Dadrian for "poor judgment" and
"impulsiveness".
The report said the onemonth suspension was appropriate because Dadrian is from
Turkey, and may therefore not
have realized that physical contact is considered inappropriate
in certain circumstances, especially In a "rural" area like
Geneseo.
Neither Dadrian nor the ar.
bitrator could be reached for
comment by College Press Service, but Ronald Satryby, th»

college's representative in the
case 8S well as its vice president
for student services, told the
student newspaper that he also
felt the sentence was justified.
"In fight of the charges that
he was found guilty (of),"
S'tryb told the GENESEO
LAMRON, I t was a fidr decision."
But one of the students
whose charges against Dadrian
were dismissed called the decision "unjust" and the punishment "too easy."
"I don't think he should be
allowed to teach," she told the
LAMRON.

1980.
Thomas stated that although
a few months have passed since
the initialrecaivingof the Arms,
a lot of work has had to be
carefully executed.
"The Coat of Aims contains
many attachments which need
to be property framed," said
Thomas. "Abo the College
Council s in the process of
determining the function of the
Arms so that students and alumni might &fly understand its
use."
Still, the Board of Trustees
wffi determine whether or not
the Anas wiO take the place of
the Winthiop College Seal. "I
have not been informed of the
Board's decision one way or
another," said Thomas.
Thomas commented that
from the responses he has received from students and
alumni, all seem impressed.
"The ekrftent of pride is
certainly visible among students,
alumni, and faculty," said
Thomas.
Because of the time element
and other decisions to be made
by the Board of Trustees, the
CaA of Aims wfll not be printed
or used in the May, 1981 Commencement exercises.

TJ, the
students' paper

LUIGI'S

announces a special for Winthrop

Miriam Cooke, a Duke University professor, at 8 pjn. March
2 in Dinkins Auditorium;

Analysis" by Mahmud A; Faksh,
a Dukt; University faculty member fit 8 pjn. April 5 in Room
222 of Dinkins Student Cen-

-A wine and cheese-testing ter;
party, for which advance registration is necessary, at 6:30 pjn.
-And
an
International
March 3 at Across the Street in Bazaar from 1 to 4 pja. April
the Dinkins Student Center;
23 in the Dinkins Student Cen-A program on Spanish music ter.
performed by the Ritmo*
Latinos Group at 9 pan. March 4
For mow information or to
at Across the Street In Dinkins
register for the wine and cheese
Student Center,
maty,
call the Dinkins Student
-A speech on ' The Rise and
Spread of Islam: An Historical Center at (803) 323-2247.

Spring is just
around the corner!
Come to Joli for the
latest in fashions
for the
contemporary woman.
Spring skirts....$8.99
Styled baggy pants....$14-99
Body suits....$4.99
jPolyester dress pants....$4.99

Daily Arrival
Of Spring Dresses
50% off sale on fall
and winter fashions.

students, faculty & s t a f f k ^

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI DINNER
Including Garlic Bread, Tea & Salad

only

Don't be a
heart breaker

$2.75
TUESDAYS I WEDNESDAYS
,

'

wtfh WC 1.0.

1022 W. Oakland Avenue
327-6784

Ho*»yoor
Wood prouura checked.

.7. %'

;;?'x:.

L « -no,
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Vail taking right steps to
deter false alarm pullers

EDITORIALS
-

Chain link fences do not a prison make??
By RICK TOBIN
TJ contributing editor
Several times during my presence at Winthrop, different
people have commented on how
they would like to cut a hole to
the fence across the street from
The Money next to Wofford to
gain easier access to the dorms.
I did some thinking on this
subject and decided that it
would be to everyone's advantage to build a gate into the
existing fence in this vicinity.
After a night at The Money,
A&C Station, The Bam Too, or
all three of these places, most of
us know what a hike up to the
nearest existing gate can be pure
Hell. Besides the risk of tripping
over a crack in the sidewalk and
being sent to those pearly (or
fiery) gates by a speeding car,
one can easily be picked up for

With over 12 false alarms reported at WInthrop since November I am glad President Vail has decided to get tough with "false
alarm pullers." He is also studying methods to reduce the number
of
alarms and catch more offenders.
"Anyone caught will be subject to be disciplined on campus
and win be taken to the city to be booked," he said last week.
"We will do it."
„
t
College officials are worried about two things: the fire department becoming less sensitive to alarms at Winthrop and students
thinking every alarm is a false one. Officials have grounds to
worry.
"You can call wolf a little too often, and they (firemen) can
get a little indifferent " Vail said.
Without trying to sound pessimistic, I ask: Can you envision a flash fire on a lower Richardson floor? How many
students would exit the building immediately when they hear
the alarm? Would the fire department lose a few seconds getting
to our campus because they have made the trip so many times
under false conditions?
The three conditions would only have to occur once to create
an unfavorable situation for Winthrop.
Because false alarm pullers dont take this kind of reasoning
To the editor:
into account, all students must accept the responsibility of
reporting false alarm information.
Boy, am I glad 111 be gradIt's hard to catch "false alarm pullers." It won't be much
uating to May. How I pity you
easier to reduce the number of false alarms by detering potential
poor freshmen who must cope
offenders. So a lot of the information must come from students.
with the new attendance poUcy
Suggestions for detering potential offenders include offering
our faculty is so proud of.
a reward for information leading to the conviction of an offenI've been lucky. I've had
der But offenders are selcom caught in action. And how many
some good professors and some
students would be willing to testify against another student for a
good courses this past year. But
reward if one did witness the action? I think many would not.
such has not always been the
Another deterant might be two step alarm systems. Instead of
case. When I think back on some
just having to pull a lever, the person may have to break a glass to
of the courses I've been required
get to a lever.
to take, I can imagine how
Still other suggestions todude having a delay alarm system.
frustrating it would have bt-en to
When the alarm is pulled, only a local alarm would ring. If a resi- have to attend every class.
dent director or assistant does not turn it off in a few seconds, BeUeve it or not, Winthrop
the main alarm sounds. Another possibility would be placing a
faculty members, there ARE a
special ink on alarms so pullers could be identified.
few professors who do not use
When we find ourselves becoming indifferent to the problem,
class time to stimulate and
we should be reminded of possible consequences of too many
inspire their students. There is
false alarms.
no reason for any student to
"If they throw the book at us, we could have to have a fire be forced to sit through a class
drill every month," Vail said. I dont need to remind you of the
three hours a week and listen to
inconvenience of stopping what you're doing for a fire drill. a professor who hasnt planned
V'e should also remember that it costs money every time the fire any sort of lesson or worse yet
who makes it a practice to sim^ T h e decision of how to reduce the number of false alarms will
ply read straight from the textbe a tough one. It will be hard to find an effective method suit- book.
able for Winthrop. But President Vail has taken the right step in
I would find it hard to bedeclaring that those who are caught "false alarm pulling" will be
lieve that most Winthrop professors haven't had one or two
pUdShed
TlmHartis

being drunk in public white
walking up Cherry Road. A gate
in the fence would lower thest
odds considerably. And while
I'm on the subject of stumbling, I've seen a lot of people
grab a handful of rosebush
while trying to steady themselves on the fence. I teamed a
few new words, too.
Some of you all might be
thinking that a fence located
in a strategic location Hke the
one that I am endorsing would
be a threat to Winthrop^ security. But just look at the
crackerjack team of commandos
that we have on our force. I
mean, they are all sxperts on
hand to hand writing, and I'm
sure you've seen them practice
. . . they're awesome! Seriously,
if you have ever been to UJS.C.
or Clemson, you probably have
noticed that they have no

fences around them at all, and I
dont see them hurrying to put
one up, either. The whole
premises is surrounded by fence
here, complete with a barbed
wire top. I'm beginning to wonder if they're not trying to keep
us in! Abo, if anything, security
would be greater established on
campus by installing n gate because people would have qui sker
and easier access to the dorms.
You can never tell. One day
there might he some vandalism
done to the fences by some
well meaning but short-sighted
student. Before this hanpens, it
would be nice to see some positive and constructive steps taken
by the administration on this
subject. By the way, If you're
wondering who these vandals
might be, just look at the people
around you. . . it could be any
one of them. .

•Letters to the Editor-

AUEMS *=RoM 1/
Tut p t A w r r V .
IBAO-AME MAVS
IWVADEO , .*»
V/INTHRoP-^

OKAY'OKAY! I X L
RETURN THE
,NATIONAL &E06KA
\ > H I C x STOLE;'

'QUIfT
LPlfASC

TOO Re
Ov£R D^P
. BvDDT

sometime in their training Dear editor:
that were basically a waste of
This tetter is written to
time. I resent being read to. I
resent poorly prepared classes. protest to the secular humanistic
polities
of this coUege. People
And I especially resent being
required to attend these classes. wonder why their room rent is
going
up.
You take a stroll
When I can make a B simply by
reading the textbook myself, through Richardson on Friday
and classtime consists of nothing and Saturday night and you'll
but repeating what the book hear and see and smefl why it is
says, then I shouldnt be re- going up. However from experience, I know it is not always
quired to attend class.
It seems to me that the students who cause damage to
situation comes down to the college property.
The point I make is this.
issue of responsibility. It is not
the college'sresponsibilityto see Right is right and wrons ii
that students pass. It is the wrong. It's as simple as that.
student's. If a student cuts It's either night or day. The
class to the point that it causes earth is d t b ^ facing the sun or
him to fail a course, then he itisnt.
At present Winthrop CoUege
needs to go flip burgers (as Dr.
Rankin would say) until he practices policies that are loosegrows up and decides he wants a leaf and slack. I dont exactly
degree. Likewise, if a student understand their logic of law
chooses not to attend every class and order, or morality. I give
every day and is content making you tn example of what I mean.
C!s, then so be it. He has a right Suae Swan parks her car in the
to whatever GPR he wishes to wrong area and she gets raked
over the coals. But it's just fine
have.
But aU of this isn't redly for Mr. X or Ms. Y. to get
the problem. The control of drunk at a party with professor
attendance and of grades lies Z.
Something is wrong with this
with each professor. If a professor wants a full d a s every thinking. On the wall of Ktaard,
day, then it is his responsibility scripture is taken out of conto design his course in such a text. The entire portion of
way that students cannot cut scripture says, "If ye continue
excessively ana pass. It can be in my word, (Christ's words),
done. Ask anyone who has had then are ye my disciples indeed,
Dr. McCiendon for Reading, and ye shall know the truth and
Dr. DUle for Biology, or Gary the truth shil' make you free."
To the man that is not
Stone for Economics. While it is
necessary to attend the dosses familiar with the only Truth
of these professors, I've known there is, he would assume,
very few students who wanted probably, that the rtuth he
to cut. The dasses are interest- teamed in JQnard is the truth
ing, organized, and relevant. If that can set him free. I also
our teachers are truly concerned protest putting Chaucer and the
about attendance, then perhaps Christ's words on the same
they should model their dasses building. There is no compariafter these professors. The only son. Christ is supreme. Chaucei
advice I can give to those who is dead. This is another example
must suffer through the atten- of secular humanism's creeping
dance policy for the next couple into this school.
It is wrong to teach that
of years is to carefully {dan your
schedule and learn as much as questioning God Kid his word
is
all right. His word was not
you can about professors before taking a course under written to be challenged. It was
them. No-one needs, to waste written to be lived by, to be the
> three hours of their time every giver of Truth and happiness. I
week for a whole semester. dont understand how having a
hangover am be happiness.
Kathy McKibben

(Oonttouedon page 5)
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Letters to The Johnsonian
The following letter to the
Winthrop College Board of Trustees was brought to The Johnsonian offke with the request
that we publish this tetter if we
publish another letter concerning the same subject matter by
some of the Dean's Student
Advisory Council members of
fee School of Consumer Science
and Allied Professions.
Honoring the request by the
Advisory Council and Mrs.
Finch, The Johnsonian includes
both letters in entirety.
Dear Members of the Board
of Trustees:
This letter is to protest the
refusal to ronew the contract of
Dr. Josephine Foster, associate
dean of the School of Consumer
Science and Allied Professions.
Many of us who are students or
faculty within the school and
professionals in Home Economics in the state feel that Dr.
Foster is one of the most
qualified administratois in the
area of Home Economics.
Looking at the pattern I see
developing through the efforts

of the Adminbtratkm to dose
MacFeat Nursery, the procedure
used to change the name of the
School of Home Econoaks, md
the significant percentage of
turnover*, dismissals, and "teagnations" of people throughout
the entire college, I anticipate
the attempt to move fee School
of Consumer Science and AJEed
Professions away from the major
gods of an accredited School of
Home Economics: those goak
being a common body of
knowledge of factors wbkh relate to family relations, dnM
development, food, housing, resource management, nutrition,
clothing and interior design.
It is mv belief feat a "pacesetting school"* would hold tee
philosophy that much emphasis
should be #ven to preparing
graduates for professions feat
will meet the needs of the
consumer AS WELL AS fee
needs of family development
and family living. This school
would respond to the needs of
future employers for its graduates.
It only takes a sensitive and
observant individual to recc^nize the multifaceted, crucial

As a student about to graduate, I want to "speak my petc^"Fm no Ann Landers, but I feel what I have to say may benefit
others. I hope students will think about their own situations as
they read the following list of my learning experiences.
Assertivenesa- Knowing what my feelings were and bow to
tactfully express those feelings to my roommate, my
X-boyfriend, and the hall roller-skaters might have made me an
ogre, but at least a well-understood ogre. I would have been a
much happier person if I had learned to be assertive my freshman year. I could have taken advantage of on-campus assertiveness workshops and counseling- but I didn't. Take advantage of
these services. It takes a long time to learn assertiveness without
guidance.
Relationships is an area I've made some conclusions about.
Meet many different people and make a few close friends. F^aEze
your friends' importance and influence. Spending tin/e with
some of my friends cost me four "N"s in one year (feat's about
$400.00). I'm careful now to spend time with friends who don*
value good grades AFTER I've completed the work I want to do.
Relationships with professors have been special. Sevezri
professor-, are good friends. I respect them as individuals and
as teachers. They have been helpful with coursework, personal
concerns, and even with job hunting. I suggest investing more
than class time with your professors.
Academics- I've done O.K- in thia area. I encourage you to
think about your career, job hunting, and then take on as m n y
class projects related to your future job as possible. Employers
are more interested in what you have done-what you toe
produced than what class you sat through.
Involvement is a campus activity I believe in wbotebesttedly.
Be selective about what you get involved in. Choose those organizations or activities that will benefit you in the futur., and
choose activities that you enjoy. Involvement jr. campus or offcampus activities leads intoTime Management. Dont commit yourself to so many
activities you can't possibly get them all done. Keep a datly
schedule of what you have to do, what you want to do, and
live by that schedule. Han time to study and plan time to rata
and have fun.
Personal Health is about No. 1 in importance. Eat wellbalanced meals, exercise regularly, and get to bed and get up at
the SAME hours every day. It is difficult to get into such a
routine," but your grades will improve, and youU feel better
physically and mentally.

Wish someone had thought to tell you somethingvitaraborr,
survival at college? Please share your information wife ethers.
Call 2233 Monday-Friday from 8:30 u i . until 5 pra. to submit
information or questions to thto column.
LANDER

need in our
society.
A
"pace-setting
school"* wi3 recognize the
iKpscy of developing curricula
that w© psodnce professionals
with expertise trained and
sim&d as educational methods
to bdp sohe problems such as:
feaBy finance, family values,
drroree, lack of communication
i s femaBaJ and care of fee
riderfy.
M fee legally responsible
body Sw the administration of
Wmferop CoOege, I ask you to
INVESTIGATE the trend feat
ass created a lack of "accurate
understanding of our
a professional school,"*
and trends feat are not creating
higher level of public confidence in our abifity to meet the
seeds of fee consumer."*

and past administrative decisions. Mrs. Finch implies that
the current administration is
insensitive to the needs of the
profession, and is not preparing
competent and qualified professionals.
A special meeting of fee
Dean's Student Advisory Council was called to address this
issue. The Dean's Student Advisory Council is a group of
students selected from all departments and organizations
comprising the School of Consumer Science and Allied Professions. The function of fee
Dean's Advisory Council is to
act as a liaison between the
students and the administration.
Mrs. Finch would have been
well advised to at least bring
this matter before this student
council. By failing to do so,

M a Rash to fes&aated thai
not
fee
s s i e a t s md
ferafcy
Ste ac&ocf, but
also ytaSmBBBM. Borne Ecoaaate* fe is* «8ate jofe tat JH
this pastes..
We wseM
to
go on
record .TS u f & g feat we whetebeartesSy s & t e this action.
Mis. f t a f c . as apefogy and
exptenscmniacrster.
The sbowe teeter was signed by
15 Bfcn&HJS, The Joivjaonian
f l i i i i i i l l Tdafe serifying fee
integrity «£ ggmtorai feat two
students SBS a - .; desired their
names to he atoieted. ITnahte to
reach all ifee -apees. The JohnsoRi&n l a s ateffial sa withhold
fee nsmfv Bar. wish permission
of fee fee sanies w£l be
rate

Sincerely,
Mrs- Henry T. Finch, Jr.
*&SobkrT Dr. June F. and VaH,
Dr. Chutes B. Letter to Home
Economists in South Carolina.
April 3.1980.

Has Setter is in response to
the letter and petition currently
campus authored by
Mrs. Henry T. Finch Jr. Mrs.
•Finch's tetter protests current

Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page 4)

That's crazy! But feat's what love the peace and quiet of a
sioe oat of 10 people will tell place of your own? How about
an off-campus apartment?
JOSOh, little co-ed, do not be
H'S fene for those who are
the Son's of Truth to naive. It ain't as easy as some
would
have you believe. It's
Bid be beard. I want the
of this school to expensive, cold (rsually), and
despite
the wondrous privacy it
hack zasdocjly at the thinp that
go on in this school. The amount can get a bit lonely.
Apartments in Rock Hill are
of beer and marijuana used here
is astronomical. It is also c^as- scarce, the landlords know fhk
and
charge accordingly. You can
tzopiae for GPR'S-AS many will
figure at best $125.00 per
tefiycxL.
Is toort, let's not worry so month excluding utilities if you
cotton picking car rent from an agency. Rock Hill
pnrtfrjg, and let': have some has three main agencies which
simder&z at morality around rent to students.
Agency "A" rents nice places
here. I know most of you readisg this say "He's nuts". Well my but their rent starts around
$225-5250.
Plus a deposit which
reply is "at least I am screwed
is roughly a month's rent.
onto the 'Right Bolt.' "
Agency
"B"
rents some nice
I agree totally with the
artide signed "concerned stu- places. . . . but.. . well... some
dent". Winthrop is not growing. of "B"s places arent too swift,
R s deteriorating inside while and they aint che?.p, $165-$250
month.
they are Jest adding new coats of perAgency
"C" (my landlord)
p a s t and new fights here and is by far the most reasonable
there. For fee sake of a bleeding and also has the best selection
SaEos. Reassert yourself (selves) in town. "C"s apartments are
Wsnshrop Administration, and
get to know those who really priced from $125 up, but you
hzcw what's happening today seem to get what you pay for.
Now you have a roof over
is the world, instead of those
who jest want to look out for your head, how about some
lights
and water? The city of
So. 1. {That's just plain inconRock Hill requires that you pOet
ceta tor your fellow man.)
a $45.00 deposit before they
will turn you on. That's a fittte
YOUJS in Ciirist,
high
but consider the alternaDouglas A. Pate
tive.
Now, how about a phone?
(Mote^O*)
How about $55.80 if you have
your own telephone? It's diffiAat. yo« tired ofliving in cult, but you can live without
fee doses? Has fee noise and one. I cant.
teek «C privacy finally gotten
to yoe? Sera you erer conMost rental property I looted
*d*wd nacrring out? Would you at. { » oil
OB kLJmr

HHSHR

running close to SOG a. gallon.
A gaDon vral toe? year win-tows
from feasts®; fee about two
days,
yeas 1m m a small
place). Most s£ fee apartments
I saw hrae SSttSte a t HO insulation,
so if yo® gfifEito& e here m the
winter,
en roughly
$100.03 tor «B enough to last
you fitoeagfc one semester.
That* mat aB whiter,, just feat
part of fee wsxter that M s
into either w i w f r i
YOB tew as ®e£ and heat
ami watec. Stow, w&st about
food? SoM SB to your checkbook, 1M; fes b fee word
part. Stsgafes. 3131. basad, beer,
cigarettes,
H$e36, etc.
-set UM
toci
the first
fene. P B arffised. Dont think
feat just "«ssse fee Sore te
dose, or T t o Isem josng there
tor yessi",
be sasrjsg
money. 'Iky
place that
fpiiwitowi
prices. They
aren't &&&, Ste they can save

yon* • M H i I

S most tell
yon, I had it cany. I Sound my
apartmeast sr.
three weeks.
Some persjati Stektorferae
mcaAs Isff £ aatahfe location.
GIVE V S E S £ ' I Sot o f fene t o

find St* am pacs that feels
right to yon. ASM don't let fee
rezs&sS a&sm conroiee you to

tote)

ftbSdk . ...

•
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New director named to Placement
By ROBIN SHEALY
TJ news reporter
John C. McCall, Jr. has recently begun serving as the new
director of the Placement and
Career Planning Office. McCall
hails from Georgia where he was
Administrative Assistant to the
Director of the Office of Academic Assistance of the College
of Arts and Sciences at Georgia
State University in Atlanta.
McCall explained what his
position RS director entails.
"I will try to make as many
corporation
and institution
contacts as possible so recruiters
will come on campus for placing
students. "It is also my intention to pay special attention to
our office's own services such
as workshops to make Winthrop students as marketable
as possible," said McCall.
Enrollment at Georgia State
University is close to 21,000.
McCall discussed wlwt attracted

him to Winthrop, whose population is about a fifth of that of
Ga. State.
"I wanted a smaller environment to work in," said
McCall. "The city (Atlanta)
gave me assurance and a sense of
self-survival, but I wanted a
smaller, more closely knit
campus in a small town. The
quality of the students and the
fact that the school is statesupported both proved attractive
to me."
In the near future, McCall
said that he would like to see
an expansion on the offering
of career seminars for students.
"Many students dont realize
the many career options that
are available to them," said
McCall. "Through seminars, students can learn the different
types of jobs within their
chosen area of study."

Need a part-time job?
If any student is interested students who would be willing
in having his or her name placed to babysit if they are available
on a babysitting list that will be at that time would be convenavailable to students with chil- ient."
dren, please contact Dr. Jean
Watson, director of the NursingSatellite Program.
Watson said, "There are many
students and faculty who need
someone to babysit while they
attend classes, and a list of

DOUGLAS
STUDIO

Tri-Sigma pledges
The sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to extend
their congratulations to their
twelve new pledges: Lisa Almond, Lisa Blanton, Karen
Catoe, Robin Elwell, Crystal
Jenkins, Kim Kinard, Kim
Holland, Sharon Miller, Anne
Ragsdale, Julie Routh, Rita
Welch, and Karen Whitesides.
CONGRATULATIONS GIRLS!!

11" X 14"
Handcolored Oil
Portrait
$57.95 value

$37.50

Aside from his obvious career
interests, McCall has an active
interest in theater as evidenced
by his participation, a few years

ago, in the Save The Fox Supervisor in the Department
Theater movement. McCall also of Music at Georgia State from
has an avid interest in music. 1973 to 1976.
McCall was Administrative

Dinkins Student Union
presents:

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS
Friday, March 6, 8 p.m.
$1 WC I.D. $2 Guest
ATS SHOWCASE
PAM BRYANT - ventriloquist

MICHAEL AMMAR - cardshark

JIM DELLINGER - comedian

FAST FINGERS FABJANCE - master
pickpocket

DIXIELAND JAZZ BAND

Call for appointment
327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

CASINO OPENS
AT 11 p.m.

mfSSSS^

f&rtff&Ssr
Cash anytime for your books betwean
10 am - 1 2 pm & 1 pm to 5 pm
Monday — Friday

Casino Night

Dr. Feelgood — Victorias Photography

NEWS
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DSU plans 'Midnight Madness 9
By AMANDA FOSTER
TJ feature reporter
"It's the biggest event at
DSU ss far as overall programs
go. And it's probably the most
fun, too."
Rick Elliott, graduate assistant on Dinkins Program Board,
is speaking of Midnight Madness.
The madness wiil take place
Friday, March 6. That night,
doors will open promptly at 8
pjn., and the exdtentect will
continue until after midnight.
Cover charge is $1 with WCED
and $2 for guest.
When you enter the main
floor, the first tiling you w21
see is a Victorian photographer

named Dr. Feelgood. $3 will
covet the cost per print, and
you wfll be given an oldfashioned costume to wear tor
the 8x10 photograph.
On the same floor will be
"The Groove Tube" on the
widescreen TV. "Students will
be able to watch the TV takeofft for a Bttle while," Elliott
said, "and then go off to
another activity-it's a Lampoon
skit-type show-without feeling
Eke they're missing anything."
Also offered will be "A Night
- at the Races." Here students can
pay $1 and receive about $100
in play money with which to
place bets on horses. At the end
of the evening there will be an
auction, and the highest bidder

willreceiveprizes.

At the famed pool tables,
there will be an opportunity to
win a pass for a free hour of
pool to the person who is best
able to do trick shots. Video
game players with the highest
scorts receive pri?«s also.
Downstairs at ATS_, you can

Karen Eunice McCall, a music
major, was selected from several
applicants by the chapter's
fellowship committee headed by
Dr. Louise Murdy. McCall will
now compete nationally for a
fellowship award to be used
toward graduate sti-dy.

National
competition) wM ptsSsvat fat onehalf hour.
In tin second SOOT srcSsorium, the ejBSbaaeeS <*M beg®
at 11 pjn. (GmtStiftt- See's
your big mommtfy. The room,
will become a CBEOO Sat Black
Jack a d Czspi. Jiad dms wiS
abobeara&tlcwftni.
For a doEar, the pasidpani

RECORDS / TAPES t ACCESSORIES

IMI^SA
SOCK HBLL HALL

Record Cellar\

McCall national
award nominee
A Wlnthrop College senior
from Charlotte has been selected as the Winthrop chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi's nominee for a
national fellowship award.

enjoy the music of a Dixieland
Jazz band (comprised of five
W.C. students).
Ventriloquist Pam Bryant will
be the master of ceremonies
for the evening down there.
Among the entertainment is
Fast Fingers Fabjance, a master
pickpocket. Of course, the audience must participate!
Fiom UNCC, comedian Jim
Dellinger will perform two 20minute shows, and card shark
Michael Ammar,(winner of the

BRING THIS COUPON Am
WINTHROP COLLEGE LD.
And Get
%\ OFF
ANY $6.99 I UP AHUM m TAP!

•••Hz:; I
(ALL TAPES GUARANTEED 1 mu*

LIMIT ONE 001 CUSTOMER

l/Kiekad
Amman

NAME

ADDRESS.

1 st. Ploce winner in
National Sleight-olHand
Competition.

L-.OFFER

EXPIRES MARCH 7—1

Phi Kappa Phi is a national
honor society which recognizes
superior scholarship in all academic disciplines.
Karen MeCaB

Vickie's Boutique J

i

Yoik,&& 29745
11 Blackburn Street
684-2873
(Republic MS)
10-6, Hoa.-Wed10-9, Ttoa.-SU.

LOW PRICES
j LADIES' DESIGNER SPORTSWEAR
t . . . jeans in danim, corduroy, valour, and asst.
colors . . . SLONDIE . . . JORDACHE
. . . GLORIA VANDERBILT . . . CALVIN
KLEIN . . . JOUJOU . . . BONJOUR . . .
FERRARI . . . ANN KLEIN . . . OSCAR
DE LA RENTA.
. . . jogging/warm up suits . . . GLORIA
VANDERBILT . . . WHY NOT!?. AILEEN.
. . . mix V match
(skirts, sw*£ars,
p « » , bbom. jades®} by JAMT2EN.

10% Kzttaat WMi CaHtgo LD.
UJCA330N: to T a t f t a m Rock Hfi, torn rfcht*

ted

Had V&klmm

I

I

10% DISCOUNT
To Winthrop Students, Faculty A Staff

MONDAY - THURSDAY

Every Week
1711 Cherry Read
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Associate professors included in film
David Freeman and Mary
Mintlch, associate professors of.
ait, were included in a film
presentation of Cortona, an
annual summer arts program
held in Cortona, Italy, on February 17 to the Art Building.
The movie was filmed in the
summer of 1978 at the same
time Freeman and Mintich

served as artists in residence.
Recently edited, the movie has
been shown throughout the
United States on numerous college campuses.

SO sometime in March. The
airing date has not been set yet.

Cortona, sponsored by the
University of Georgia, is in its
twelfth year of operation. It was
originated to provide students
Art Department chairman Ed- the chance to study in one of
mund Lewandowski added that Italy's most prestigious cultural
Cortona will be aired on Channel centers.

Open to all art interested
students in the United States,
Cortona is a ten-week study
program that can enable the
student to earn as many as
fifteen quarter credits and transfer them to his or her institution.
Instructed by faculty members of the University of Georgia, courses are available in Art,
Italian, Drama and Environmen-

tal Design. Appearances by guest
artists siii scholars from all
over the world are also Included
in the program.
Winthrop students who are
interested in the program must
apply before March 31. For
application forms, Inquire at the
Art Department office.
For more information concerning fees, financial aid, eligibility and transportation, contact either Mary Mintich or
David Freeman at 323-2126.

James Parrish's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON H A L L
Remember that special someone
with flowers
221 Cherry Rd.

Phone: 328^205

Spring's coming! Students relax near the college farm, enjoying the recent warm weather.(TJ photo)

FHA district

Beetle's Sunoco

meeting held

Coapkte Auto Service

Senior Home Economics Education majors served as hostesses
to approximately 175 members
of the Future Homemakers of
America organization at a
district meeting held on "the
Winthrop College campus on
February 7. Activities planned
by the Winthrop seniors included a skit on the "A Typical
Day in the life of a College
Student" and a scavanger hunt
designed to provide the students
with a tour of the laboratories
used and examples of activities
typical for home economics
majors. The meeting was cosponsored by the State Department of Education. Dr. Betty
Stout, Assistant Professor, was
the Winthroo College coordinator.

Coldest Beer k Town

Mo.xt To Wfcrihrop
At Cfcerr' M. awl fatten!
BELIEVE IN M I R A C /

BUYS9SO

PAYING CAS
(1964 o r e a r l i e r )
DIMES, QUARTERS,
HALVES
PAYING
HIGHEST PRICES

13

n

vX

SILVER
DOLLARS

Dated 1935 or earlier

Buddirs%

%I

Glf^F STORE . . . A N D A W H O L E

,
( j

v

$3,50
$7.50
$4.25
$5.00-7.50
$2.50-10.00
$3.50

$3.50

for originality on something new - come in
and see JANE.

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

We also have:

Greek Letters

Poyfag HSsfesU Mote

S*T.**-5M

SHIRTS
SWEATERS
SKIRTS
JACKETS, T-SHIRTS
LINENS
JEANS, UNDERWEAR
Also monograms on clothes:
SPORTS MOTIFS

I N I T I A L YOUR COLLARS, CUFFS, POCKETS,
SLEEVE SIDES, BETWEEN BUTTONS . . . . USE
YOUR IMAGINATION

I

rr

S«d» <B Q g t w r » . l i n y .

2129 Cherry H. Rick Hill
JAON.-rtl. M94tit.

\

* f

BUDDINS CATALOG SHOWROOM
PHONCt *4-7147

Behind the Strawberry J

MONOGRAMMiNG i
ON
!

STERLING
SILVER

GOLD
COINS

[

has a deal for you:

WE BUY
ESTATES
STERLING,
PRECIOUS
STONES, ETC.

SILVER COINS

r$
C

Oakland Ave

Sacdk Stop
Open 24 Hews
Drab, MMKMOS, Cigarettes

-THOSE W H O

i

_

A

ADTT AZ
AKA ZTA
A$A Z08
AfO KAY

TTKA
EEE

m
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AKA celebrates founder's
By RUBY McILWAIN
TJ feature reporter
The Mu XI chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority observed
its Founder's Day, February 2022, with the completion of three
programs, according to Derelle
Jamison, Ivy Leaf reporter for
AKA.
On Friday, February 20, the
sorority sponsored an AKA Fun
Night in Thomson's recreation
room from S pjn. to 12 mid-

night. "This included games Six
Uno, backgammon, cards, and
a quiz show," Jamison said.
"We also had tefeviacas,
music and food. Everyone had s
wonderful time."
On Saturday, February 21,
AKA hosted an All-Greek Ssnga-Rama in Johnson sacStorrera
at 3 pjn. The Alpha Phi Alpha
and Omega Psi Phi fratrrmttrs
participated in the event.
The Chapter held its Pounders Day Observance at Herman

United Presbyterian Church on
Sunday. February 22 at 11
a_m. Dr. Deborah Cureton; also a
a m b e r of AKA, from Lancaster, S.C., was the guest speaker.
"Dr. Cureton spoke on the
role black women have played
in the straggle for achievement
tear aS blades," Jamison said.
"She commented particularly on
the rote the founding women of
AKA played when they estabfis£ed the first black Greek
sorority."

Jamison stated that the Mu
Xi chapter responded to aoe
very important message 5n Dr.
Cureton's speech.
"She felt that we should
stop worrying about who is the
best sorority or fraternity, but
work together towards seeing
that America lives up to its promise of liberty and justice for
all,'" Jamison said.
According to Jamison, a
thank-you is extended to ail
who participated in or attended

SPE pledges named
Hie South Carolina Delta
Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity is proud to announce
its Spring Pledge Class of 1981.
The new pledges are: David

Casey, Mike Floyd, . Chip
Guerry, Tim Hickman, Mike
Howard, Kent McCarter, David
Prince, Sandy Reece, Rodney
Sumner, Randy Via, and Chadse

(Continued from page 7)

FABJANCE
'Presents

thi'

PICKPOCKET
A i-unjw rh>4ram~
NOONTIME PROG
CONCERT
COFFEEHOUS
" A vcr) funny.
I
• program using
audience participation

h

wiB receive approximately $50
worth of chips. At 1 pjn.,
there wiB be an auction for
prizes.
On sale in the cafeteria today, you can purchase a Midt Madness t-shirt. For a little
sore than $3, you can receive
the black shirt with the roulette
wheel (designed by Susan Carter) cm the front. Hie shirts will
be co sale ail week.
"Basically the concept of
Midnight Madness grew on its
own-with all the ideas from the
people involved with its prodadaoB," Elliott said. "It's
to be a great night."

"We are really looking forward
to
our
upcoming
activities," Jamison said. "Ve
need everyone's support to make
things work."

FRESH
FLOWERS

Whitaker. The pledges will be
formally installed at the annual
Founder's Day Banquet in
March.

'Midnight Madness'planned I WOW
F A S T FTJVGERS

tiie Founder's Day activities.
"We are celebrating 73 years of
existence," Jamison said.
Alpha Kappa Alpha plans to
intend its Regional Conference
April 16-19 in Hollywood, Fla.,
host a Pink Ice Ball May 1, and
initiate some new pledges,

AVAILABLE

COLLESE STORE
|

carnations
•roses

•aaisies
•mixed bouquets

EAGLE RUN '81
Sponsored by Student Government Association

March 7,1981 H
Applicationtarnsavailable at
Diakias laforaatioi Desk
Ttaai awards ascS narchaaifba awards
for first Wiathrep Colltga Stadaaf who

Beaty Wholesale, fee.

fialshas - nolo asd faaiala.
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1981 Eagle run set

0

Playoff fever hits
Winthrop College
Today I am writing for a purpose. (Unusual, huh?) Anyway, I
want to wish the men's basketball team all the luck tonight at
Greenwood. If they play the way they played last Tuesujy night,
they will have to win.
So ftr, Winthrop is the only team in District 6 history to go to
the playoffs every year they've had a team. Pretty good, I think.
Already, the team has accomplished what they started out to
accomplish - to gain one of the top four spots in the district. In
the pre-season pick by coaches, they had the Eagles ranked 4th,
and we ended up second in the district.
One factor that helped them get there was their success at
home this year. Last year the team was 7-7. This year, they were
15-1. "Our whole attitude is better at home this year," Gordon
said. "That's why it was so important that we played at home
(last Tuesday)."
Well, there are three big steps to Kansas City, and we've
already climbed the first step by beating Coastal Carolina 72-58.
Next, we have to beat Lander in thefcyunetonight and then win
the District Championship,
Winthrop has one th ng in its 'aver — playoff experience.
It puts a lot of extra pressure on the players knowing that the
season is over if you lose. "The fact that we've been in two other
good tournaments this year will help us," Gordon said.
In the game against Coastal, Gordon didn't realize iust how
good his team did play until he looked at the stats. Jim Gibson
had an excellent night on defense, holding one of Coastal's high
scorers to two points. The team only missed 12 shots all night
long, hitting 27 out of 39, while Charlie Brunson hit 9 for 12.
This tied Winthrop's school record for field goal percentage.
Also, the team had an excellent free throw percentage. You
cant ask for much better than that. But Coach Gordon IS asking
that they repeat it tonight.
"In order to win, we'll have to play exactly the way we've
been playing. We played very smart in the second half," Gordon
added.
He did express one disappointment. "I was somewhat disappointed in the student turn out tonight. I realize that it did
cost $3.00 because of NAIA policy, but I do appreciate the ones
that did come." I have to agree. I think most people could fork
out $3.00.
But he does appreciate the support the student body has
given all year. By the way, even though a large number of
students didnt show up, other Eagle fans did, and there was a
pretty big crowd.
When I interviewed Coach Gordon about his 400th victory,
»e said that his biggest games were when he coached at NewWrry, and they went to the Nationals. Let's hope this year,
Winthrop can give him his biggest win of all.

By FRAN STARNES
TJ feature editor
Get those muscles in shape
and get ready for the Fourth
Annual Eagle Run, sponsored
by the Winthrop Student
Government Association.
The 1981 four-mile, Castpaced tour of Winthrop College
will be held at 11:30 ajn. on
Saturday, March 7.
Veteran and novice mnneis
will begin the race on the
streets near Byrnes Auditorium,
journey around campus, through
tranquil residential streets near
campus, out to »rid around the
College Farm, and then back to
the finish line at the Dinkins
Student Center.
Merchandise awards will be
given to first overall Winthrop
student finishers (male and female), Mid to the top three
finishers in each age group
(male and female).
The age categories are 12 and
under, 13-19, 20-29, 30-39,
40-49, and 50 and over.
Five member teams will compete, based on a handicap system, for a trophy. This is "a
team competition set up for a
mixed team of males and females," said Edward Guettler,
mathematics department chairman and race organizer.
Fraternities, sororities and
campus organizations are urged
to sign up for the team competition.
"We'd like to get students into it," Guettler said. "We
started out the first year with
100-125 participants. Last year
we had over 200, and each year
the number of participants has
gone up."
" Guettler laughed when he
thought about last year's Eagle
run.
"It was a race I won't for-'
get."
Guettler said that when the

Runners can participate in
race started "it was snowing and
sleeting, but the streets were this annual event by p reclear. By the time the last registration only. Entry blanks
runner came in, the streets can be obtained at ' Dinkins
Student Center.
were covered."
Mail entry forms to Eagle
He said they had to change
the race course. Instead of Run '81, P.O. Box 5101 Winthrop
College, Rock Hill, S.C.
going around the college lake,
the runners circled the campus a 29733 or turn them in at the
Dinidns Student Center by Wedsecond time.
"We have an alternate course nesday, March 4.
for this race, just in case,"
Guettler said.
(Continued on page 11)
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Sports Trivia
1. During his college career at LSU from 1967 to 1970, Pete
Maravich scored 3,667 points to become the highest scorer in
the history of college basketball. Who is runner-up to Pete in
the collegiate record books?
2. Is the eldest existing golf club in North America located in .he
United States or Canada?
,3. The opening of the Houston Astrodome, with its artiScial
turf, revolutionized the game of baseball by eliminating
weather problems. In what year did the Astrodome open?

College
Special
thru November
4 months

Instruction
Dally on:
Body Building
General Conditioning
Firming & Toning
Reproportion &
Maintenance Program
And Reduction Program.

2. The Royal Montreal Golf Club, founded in Canada in 1873.
3. April 9,1965.
ia'.
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ANSWERS
1. Carol Blazejowski of Montclaire State College women's basket. ball team, with 3,199 points from 1974-1978.
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Eagles enter playoffs with 30 wins
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
The Winthrop basketball
team ended their regular season with their 30th win Feb.
19, against Erskine College.
The Eagles jumped out to a
243 lead and were never greatly
threatened on their way to becoming the first four-yea;
school in the country to win
30 games by beating Erskine
74-55.
11m Raster scored 14 of his
20 points in the first half, leading the Eagles to a 38-24 halftime lead. The Eagles' leading
scorer (22.9) and rebounder
(11.9) Charles Branson was
plagued by early foul trouble,
and only played 11 minutes In
the game while scoring two
points.
in the second half the Eagles
played even with Erskine in a
very physical half, that saw the
Eagles make 18 of 22 free
throws for the win.
Wlnthrop was led by Bennie
Bennett with 23 points and Tim
Raxter with 20.
The game marked the end of
the regular season careers of
Rick Riese and Bennie Bennett,

Winthrop's two starting guards
for the past theree seasons.
- This pair has brought many
great memories to Winthrop
basketball as the foundation for
getting the program off the
ground.
Bennie Bennett, the school's
all-time leading scorer with
1,269 points, also holds the
record for most points in the
second hlalf with 24. Bennett
also has the best free throw
percentage in a game with a
perfect 10-10. In the Eagles'

first season (1978-79) he was
a member of the District 6 all
tournament team as the team
lost by one point from going to
Kansas Gty.
Rick Riese is the most consistent player the Eagles ever
had. When Coach Gordon announced his starting team for
the Erskine game, it was the
100th consecutive time he called
on Riese. He also holds the
record for most assiste in a game
with 17, and seven blocks from
point guard, and most steals in

Orientation
applications
Applications are now available for Orientation Staff
positions. Applications can be
picked up through March 13
from the Dean of Students'
secretary in £33 Dinkins, or'
by contacting Jan Hardy at
4518, or Rick Warner at 4343.
Deadline for submission of applications is March 13, and they
should be turned in to the Dean
of Students' secretary.

senior Bennie Bennett and Rick
Riese dosed out their careers
with a fine performance against
Erskine. Also, ii proved that
our other players were able to
pick up the slack with Charlie
Branson having an off night
due to getting himself into
early foul trouble."

See related story in this
issue to find out the development in the playoffs.

Eagle Run '81
(Continued from page 10)
The entry fee n $300 for
Winthrop students and $4.00
for everyone eke.
Guettler encouraged students
to participate in the race "even
if they're only nmning two or
three miles a day, two or three
times a week. Just take it easy
and dont push it. We will have
a doctor on h a n d . . . . "
Come sleet or STOW, Guettler
said the race
go ou-no
matter what."

Runners should assemble at
the Dinkins Student Center to
pick up race packets, which include entry numbers, T-shirts,
and runner ID cards, at 10
tun. on race day.
Refreshments and restrooms
wfll be provided at the start
and finish.
For more information, contact Edward Guettler at (80S)
323-2175 or Dinkins Student
Government Association at
(803) 323-2179.

$ CASH FOR GOLD $

Workshop offered
Job hunting tactics, resume
writing and interviewing skills
will be covered in trie culmination of workshops being held by
the Placement Office, said Luanna Dorsett, student counselor
for the office.
"This will be the last workshop. It is basically a combination of establishing credentials,
resume writing, and interviews
with added tips CKI how to know
where to look for a job. Thi3 is a
part of job hunting tactics,"
said Dorsett.
Dorsett went on to say that
the return rate for blindly sending out rerumes is about 6 in
1,000.
"I believe anything a student
can do to reduce that rate will
be to his advantage, said Dorsett' of the benefit of the
workshop.
The workshops will last
approximately two hours. They
will be conducted in room
122-D in the Thurmond building on Tuesday and Wednesday
at 11 aon.
Students are asked to sign
up or call prior to the workshop dates. The Placement Office
extension is 2141.

a game vita 13. Rase also is
the only Wlnthrop player that
has played fa epety game the
school has played. This year
Riese was a member of WBTV^s
All Tournament team. Last year,
he wm honored by the coaches
on the Ail Dis&ict 8 Team, and
joined Bennett m 1978-79 on
the District 6 aS tournament
team.
Coach Gordon will have 2 big
pairs of shoes to fill nest year
after ksteg this talented duo.
"I am extremely pkased that

If you're down on your tuck and run out of bucks,
come by Bud Welch's and sell your gold; CLASS
RINGS, WEDDING BANDS, NECKLACES,
EARRINGS
J@tu£

Sporting Goods

BEATY SHOPPING CENTER

Tim Raxter (42) overtowers the Erskine players in a recent
game. Raxter has been a great asset in the final games of the
season. (TJ photo by Stephen Vickery)

Complete Business Service
- c a l l us for your typing needs—
RESUMES
PAPERS
LETTERS
8:30 am-5 pm

DICTATING SERVICE
BULK MAILING
COPIES
514 Oakland

324-4070

COLLEGE TEXACO

GOOD LUCK

TO THE BASEBALL TEAM IN
THE DISTRICT PLAYOFFS.
Come to College Texaco for all your
car needs. We make service calls on
Winthrop

Campus. Call 327-2241

1 block from Winthrop

THE BARH, TOO
NO COVER CHARGE
Draft 35tf
Goosenecks 504
Wednesday, Mar. 4

FREE KEGS

at 9:00 & 10:00
It's Baseball Season!!
kui sft«r «f«ry boat gams,
THI IAIN, TOG will give
swey i k«8 f«r 15$ a cip.
Stats at S p.m.

FREE JUKEBOX

7 pm to 9 pm

- Cherry Road mar Winthrop -
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Wiiitlirop students attend Harvard Model ILN.
By ROBIN SHEALIf
TJ news reporter
A group of Wintimjp so,
dents were to tare i j c a n k t a
Winthrop College ran imaraJf&r
Harvard University's Jfa8a33K.
in Boston last Werinagar.
according to Laura Shnrcae..
assistant student copitimanirgnr
Winthrop's Model 333?.
The twelve Winthrop rorcyss
are to return today, fflir sm
Boston, the group was -toatfieancl
committee meetings anaS darGeneral Assembly. The mamittees were Social Humznisz;
ian and Cultural, Politest! ant
Security, Special Political, 3s&nomic and Finance. l>i%n?rrment, and the Legal Commite~
In committee meetings,
topics pertinent to srnUi gmsr
were to be discussed ami d a n aa
resolution was to i»e presenter
to the General Assembly.
"Basically, the days veze
filled with committee raeeiirgr
and a gathering of toe CEwjesfc
Assembly," said Sizinmei.

"However there was a dance on
Saturday evening."
Eiiday, the group was to be
last on a tour of the Harvard
Univesity campus. Saturday was
to.. be spent as free time for
aid sight-seeing in the
3es£onarea.
Gii Sunday, awards were to
ire ^ren to the best speaker in
the committee meetings and the
best' speaker in the General

Collins, Susan Jones and Mark
Smith.
The students stayed at the
Park Plaza Hotel in Boston
during their visit.

Winthrop has not had a
representative at the Harvard
•Sate ILN. in past years.
"Students were not pleased
n t h the ILN. held at Harvard
beicrc, but now it has a better
xogcam," saidShimmel.
Over 100 major colleges and
inzrersities participated in this
-fears. Harvard Model U.N.
T&ose participating from Win-Jnmi were: Laura Shimmel,
Gasfcy Jones, Donnie Campbell,
Tivca. Beer, Geoffrey Wilcox,
dariie LeGrand, Bill Berry,
Elotsn Slwell, and Viola Sherrill.
Also, Chary Wyant, Karen

The women's basketball team
closed out their season last
Wednesday, when they lost to
Claflin in the S.C. AIAW playoffc.

Women end season 17-12
By GAYLE YOUNG
TJ sports editor

"We did not consistently play
well," Coach Ann Ellerbe said.
"In order to win, we would
have had to be consistent."
The Eagles lost by 13 points,
90-77.
Winthrop took a quick sixpoint lead in the game, largely
due to Nancy Archer's re-

Administration requests
energy conservation in dorms
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter

tbe *veet was too high," Warren
aid. "New, instead of turning
cm their window units, they can
Although students zee o b - open windows to regulate the
serving energy, rm
aSE -eanwrature."
well or better than wasiraneiir.
1973, Winthrop College is m l
3eeause the Board of Trusasking students to become nomee tees recently voted Cor a housing
conscious, energy-wise, aceatr- Sfe increase. Warren does not
ing to Steve Warren, wssnamat ar fbasae another in the near
the president.
ftftiae.
"The conservation rif«Mjgy
on behalf of toe stuaent: gim.-fr
be commended," sairi Trarm.
"We " have consumes .BSOP.
energy, but conservation 'im
been better than HI pea fairs
yearr. However, on Tsmsr 1st
doesnt seem as if we vee arenas-plished much. This js j»iii.'ijniidue to the ever-iraaKafi^
of fuel."

"We are currently over the
budget allocated for fuel for
ites vear." said Warren. "We
will probably have to make an
appeai to the state for more
Saras. We'd also like to purchase a mini-processor, which
vn3 automatically maintain temaewaze controls, but these are
iir- t i » future. Right now, we
ooart. eren have toe funds to
iHntatte the older buildings,
Winthrop College iaas toe; maeh would certainly cut down
consumption."
major energy source; irhtcr a e
electricity (from Duke 3w¥n.,
asked that students
natural gas, and fuel oil.
as much energy a
•ossade jnst by doing little
Warren said the bqjgesipnH- toingp socfa as turning off lights
lem was with maintWTnTnj xar.- oar in use, and by not playing
sumption in toe oirier
t t * television and stereo simul"Fifty percent of the
on campus were isriii wmw
1930," said Warren. • " T t a n ®
not designed to btrihi£& mz
conditioning, and rfeeeSnK.
appropriate ventilation is rHffi
cult."

"They (students) are doing a
good job by conserving," said
Warren. "We just ask that each
one becomes more conscious of
the world wide, as well as
campus wide, rituation and acts
accordingly."

The men's tennis team captured their first two victories
last week against Voorhees
College Monday, and GardnerWebb Wednesday.

left in the g~me. Winthrop nit
the deficit by eight points,
but could not get any closer.

Before they knew it, the
"Jodye, Caryl and Nancy had
Eagles were 20 points down.
They stayed there until 3:48 in a good game," Ellerbe said.
"Pam
got flustered, because she
the first half when they started a
comeback, due to pressuring de- got three quick fouls in the first
half. She ended up in foul
fense.
trouble, with four fouls in the
second half."
C.B. Barnes had a threepoint . play and another field
The team had the opporgoal to cut the lead by 15. tunity to shoot, but according
to Ellerbe their shots just were
Then, Ellerbe switched to a not falling. "Caryl, Pam, and
man-to-man
defense,
after Jodye all missed about four
running a zone defense previously. straight shots at the beginning
This allowed Winthrop to out- of the game."
score the Panthers 12-2 in the
last minutes of the half. Caryl
But during the time WinHardin had four points, Nancy
Archer had two and Jennifer throp was missing, Claflin was
Heath had one point to bring hitting.
the halftime score to 48-38.
"Also, I did not have the
bench to rest our players,"
In toe second half, Claflin Ellerbe added. "Claflin is a very
did not let up. Winthrop had physical team."
several good comeback attempts,
finding themselves down by 20,
Ellerbe was disappointed that
and cutting it to 10 in several
her team was not able to win 20
instances.
games, which was her preseason goal, "but when you look
With four minutes remaining, at what we'te been through,
Hardin and Archer led the Eagles I'm satisfied with our 17-12
to a final comeback with 1:56 record."

year. We split matches with
them, and the score of both
matches was 54. This year we
beat them handily," Hendrick
said.

The Eagles downed Voorhees
Cib Sobrino and Mike Cox
9-0 in a short match. "Voorhees were injured last week and were
is one of the younger teams in unable to play Monday and
the NAIA," Coach Gerald Wednesday.
Hendrick said.
Sabrino was able to play in
Winthrop defeated GardnerWebb &-1, which is an indica- Friday's match, but Cox is ou*
indefinitely.
tion of the better quality team
the Eagles have this year.
The team was 2-3 at press
"Gardner-Webb is basically time, after losing to tore* tough.
the same team they were last teams in their first matches.

Warren stated that T' TMBT
sored by International
Week of March 2-7
February 26, 1981, B seaaar
students.
window all above toe aar xm.- StaeiiS Short Co use. French
ditioners would be instalkr :ki
Wine and Cheese tasting
older dorms so .toe Ttimwsr
6:30 pjn. ATS. Sign up March Kramer vs. Kramer. 9
p.m. Tillman Auditorcould have access ac -wntfoQsnkms
Information 4-5
ium. $1 WCID, $1.50
tion when the rooms bccEHe^osa
ctesk. Limit 30.
Guest.
warm.
4 ATS, Ritmos Latinos. 9
pjn. A night of lively
Spanish music. Spon-

bounds. But at 16:14, Claflin
took the lead, and Winthrop
never recovered it.

Men's tennis team improves

DSU HAPPENINGS

"We've bau problems ante
students turning on I t e r -«Hdow unit air conditioners
TOHS

"We gained a broader per- saidShimmel.
spective of the world through
this conference. It was a good
The trip was sponsored by
learning to be with universities
from all over the United States," Winthrop's S.G.A.

March 6 Midnight Madness. Dinkins Student Union. 8
p.m. until.

They were defeated by Fmman,
Clemson, and Limestona.
"We're starting to play a lot
better now," Hendrick said.
"Our doubles have improved
over the last week."
"Mike Kess'er has been playing consistent," he added, "and
David Livengood has been playing a lot better. I'm expecting
good things out of them."

Make plans for western dance
acting as D.J.
Wofford residents will be
admitted free, and all other
residents and guests will be
charged $1.00.
TicVels wiil go on sale today
and can be obtained by contacting Ramona Kelly, ticket
committee chairperson, at Ext.
4100.
Beer will"be sold and Coke
A wide variety of music will and munchies will be offered
be provided with Troy Kelly m refreshments.

Wofford Hall Council is sponsoring a Western theme da»ice to
be held Friday, March 27 from
9 pan. to 1 ajn. at the Shack,
according to Maria DeLoach,
president of the hall council.
"We are asking all participants to dress up in true cowboy
fashion such as cowboy boots
and hats," said DeLoach.
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Eagles lose 49-48 in NAIA semi-finals
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
Winthrop College basketbsll
team ended their season last
Monday, 4948, to Lander
College at the Greenwood Civic
Center.
The game was very well
played in the first half with
Winthrop's Tim Raxter and
Lander's Jessie Roundtree trading baskets for a five-minute
stretch. Lander scored the last
four points of the half to tie
the score at 23.
Lander took the lead in the
second half with fifteen minutes
left in the game and held the
lead until Bennie Bennett hit a
10-foot jumpshot with 10 seconds left, putting the Eagles
ahead 4847. Then lightening
hit the Eagles for the second
time in three years at Greenwood. Lander's Clinton Cobb
made a shot with little or no
time left on the clock. The
referee made a very controversial call, allowing it to count,
and put an end to the country's
winningest team. The win
allowed Lander to advance to
the finals. In the final ten
seconds after a Lander time-

out, they brought the ball up in the country. Coach Gordon referee; they gave us three
court and Winthrop knocked the commented, "I felt awful for great years at Winthrop, and
ball out of bounds, underneath Rick (Riese) and Bennie will be greatly missed."
the Lander basket, with four (Bennett) to lose their last
The Lander semi-final Disseconds left. The inbounds pass game on the judgement of the
was deflected by Rick Riese,
and bounced on the court twice
with no time going off the
dock. Lander then brought the
ball back in, and was looking
for Jessie Roundtree, who made By LOR I RIDGE
7 of his previous 9 fkldgoal TJ managing editor
attempts, He took a shot that
The assodate 'lean of the
just glanced of the rim, and
went to Clinton Cobb. Cobb School of Consumer Science and
grabbed the rebound and made Allied Profession said Friday
the layup at the buzzer, accord- that Winthrop College offidals
ing to the referee, to dose the gave her no concrete reason for
the refusal to renew her conEagles' season at 31-8.
Coach Nield Gordon was very tract June 30.
Dr. Josephine Foster said that
upset at the offidal's call.
"There's no way that shot was she was told by Dean June
Dr. Josephine Foster
good. The ball was still on the Mohler on Feb. 2 that it was
rim when the buzzci went not her work that determined the non-renewal of contract."
off. Then Cobb grabbed it and the decision but a difference
Dr.
Connie Lee, viceput it back in," Gordon said. in philosophy. "I understood president for development at
"I don't think it was a dis- that," Foster says, "and I res- Winthrop, said that, the decision
honest call, but it was the wrong pect her right to make that not to renew Foster's contract
decision."
one."
was "an internal personnel
Winthrop had an outstanding
At a faculty meeting on matter in the School of Conseason, winning the WBTV Feb. 24, "it was refuted by sumer Sdence" and that the
Classic, The Sun Coast Classic Provost Thomas that it was a dedsion would "have to ultiin Florida, and having the difference in philosophy," Fos- mately be made by the dean."
school's longest winning streak ter said. "Which leaves me,
Mohler, dean of the School of
(11) to go with the most wins now, without any rationale for Consumer Sdence, said she has
explained to the students of the
school that "When you are an
administrator, you make decisions. They're not always easy.
But it is one of your responsibilities."
week trip that costs $1,795 from cities in Soviet Central Asia.
A letter originally addressed
New York.
For m«iie information about
the scholarships or to make to the Winthrop Board of Trusreservations for the trip, con- tees and an accompanying
The travel program, which is tact Viault at the Department petition protesting Mohler's debeing offered in cooperation of History, Winthrop College, dsion has stirred a response
with the Gtizen Exchange Coun- Rock Hill, S.C. 29733. The from Dean Mohler's Student
cil, will indude visits to Lenin- deadline for submitting the Advisory Coundl.
grad, Moscow and Kiev and to $150 trip deposit is March 15.

Money available for trip
Some scholarship money is
available for people wanting to
join Winthrop College's Studycade '81 trip to the Soviet
Union May 13 through June 2.
The scholarship money, being
offered by the Citizen Exchange
Coundl, can be used to defer
part of the cost of the three-

trict 6 victory moved the team
into the finals, where they lost
to USC-Spartanburg, 65-61,
Tuesday night.

The letter, authored by MB.
Henry T. Finch Jr„ a student of
the school, said, '-Many of as
who are students or facility
within the school and professionals in Home Economics in
the state feel that Dr. Foster is
one of the most qualified administrators in the sea of Home
Economics."
In response to the letter by
Mrs. Finch, the Student Advisory Coundl held a meeting to
dedde on a course of action.
Mohler, who attended the meeting said that the Student Coundl dedded by "a majority
vote" to "refute" Rneh's Setter. .
Mrs. Finch's letter and the
council's response were printed
on page five cf last week's issue
of The Johnsonian.
"One thing the students seem
to be concerned about getting
across . . . to anyone z&it
read (their letter) was that (The
Student Coundl) had not been
approached at all with regard to
any of this," Mohler said, referring to Finch's initial complaint. The issue of conflict was
"something that should have
been addressed to me or the
Dean's Studni Advisory Council rather than the Board of
Trustees,"she sadMrs. Finch referred to the
(Continued on pafe-- 16)

Winthrop students soon

to receive buying power

Snowing in spring semester? No. Just a crazy prank partly brought about by the warm weather.
(TJ photo by Tim Hartis)
—————

Possibly as soon as midApril, Winthrop students will
be the recipients of the Buying. Power card, a card which
will enable the bearer to purchase items and services from
local merchants at a discount
price.
3ill Cauthen, president of
S.G.A., said that the cards,
which resemble plastic credit
cards, will serve the students
through the 1981- 82 academic
year.
"As soon a& the cards arrive,"
said Cauthen, "we will 'ssue
them to the students. We are
hopeful that they will arrive by
mid-April."
The cards are being manufactured by University Press

I ncorporated oat of LooisriBe,
Texas.
A partial fist of merchants
participating is feted below.
Other merchants wiB be fisted
at a later time.
Hubei Auto Parts, 1096 off:
Schavey's Drireln, 10% off
(except on spedais}; Bock Hili
National Bank, free membership
in the bank dab: Sawyer Dry
Cleaning, 10% off; B a r Designs, 10% off; acd EnrSeott
Johnson, 10% off shoes and
purses.
Also, the AmeSioa sad the
American Seam, 10% off; Top
Spot, 10% off on T-shirts; Tarns
Tavern, 10% off an Mondays;
and Bud Welch Spoitinf Goods,
10% off.

